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Top development

Geopolitical dynamics will continue to complicate the technology talent market.

What happened

Amid increasing global geopolitical competition in strategic technologies, many economies have highlighted global science and engineering talent as key to national security and economic growth. Dutch universities imposed restrictions on technology students receiving China-sponsored scholarships and the government announced it is planning legislation to screen students from outside the EU studying in technical fields.

In October 2022, the US introduced a ban on US persons working for targeted Chinese technology companies. In addition, the number of US visas granted to Chinese students fell 45% in 2022 compared to 2021.

In February 2023, the EU prohibited Russian nationals from holding any post in the governing bodies of entities operating in critical infrastructure and other sectors including banking and public administration.

What’s next

The US and European countries will likely continue to tighten security screening and controls of talent in education, technology and critical infrastructure. This could intensify labor shortages in fields such as engineering, data science and advanced manufacturing.

For instance, the Netherlands plans to introduce a “Knowledge Security Screening Law” in 2025 to limit non-EU students’ access to domestic technology education programs. Sweden and Australia are discussing stricter security checks to screen foreign talent.

The EU and the US are boosting investments to reskill and upskill their engineering talent as key to national security and economic growth. Policymakers around the world may try to oblige companies to onshore more workers to reduce the risks of industrial espionage in strategic sectors. However, persistent talent shortages and suitability of technology occupations such as data engineering and software development for remote work is also likely to drive companies to nearshore such talent.

Even as governments introduce measures to attract key technology talent – particularly on artificial intelligence (AI) – into their economies, regulations are also likely to increase to balance against perceived national security risks.

Business impact

Major sectors affected include technology, infrastructure and education. Western-based education institutions are likely to face increased pressure to implement security screening for applicants on the basis of nationality, as well as restraints on the number of visas granted to foreign students. This could pose revenue challenges for some institutions.

Government measures in the EU and the US will continue to impact hiring by companies in the strategic technology and critical infrastructure sectors to domestic citizens or individuals not affiliated with perceived geostrategic competitors. This may exacerbate existing labor shortages in these sectors.

Companies in China face a shortage of chip-making talent in the near term and those graduating may lack hands-on experience with leading chip technologies. The talent market is likely to improve in the medium to long term as more university students earn science and technology degrees.

As part of China’s efforts to expand and deepen domestic scientific research and technological innovation, Beijing is planning to invest more in science and technology universities and in talent training programs for basic research. The government will likely seek to mobilize more foreign and Chinese technology talent.

For more information, contact Famke Krumbmüller, Seema Farazi, Grantley Morgan.

Additional reading: How can reimagined mobility help organizations see reward and not risk?
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What happened

In August, the Biden Administration signed an executive order to restrict outbound investment in China, requiring disclosure of certain transactions and fully prohibiting others in strategic sectors, which are semiconductors, quantum computing, and artificial intelligence.¹³ Proposed covered investments include joint ventures, greenfield investments, acquisition of equity interests, and debt convertible to equity.¹⁴ Exemptions are expected for publicly traded security investments, and for passive limited partner investments under a certain threshold.

What’s next

Rulemaking to define the ultimate scope and boundaries of covered transactions and sectors is expected to be complex, with opportunities for industry input. Additional US policymaking to expand notification requirements and targeted sectors remains a possibility.¹⁵

While uncertainty remains around potential perceived countermeasures by Beijing — such as restrictions placed on exports of critical minerals announced earlier this year — US allies, including the UK and the EU, are expected to consider similar restrictions in the coming months.

Business impact

Companies and investment firms should monitor outbound investment policies in the US, and plans in the UK and the EU, and develop greater political risk management and compliance capabilities to both influence and comply with final requirements.

Private-equity and venture capital funds, in addition to companies seeking joint ventures or other investments will fall under increasing scrutiny by US authorities in relation to investments in China and should evaluate their portfolio investments and allocations in light of the regulatory, geopolitical and macroeconomic environments.

For more information, contact Adam L Barbina and Amar C Mehta.

Additional reading: Three ways CFOs are adapting to emerging private equity trends

BRICS expansion efforts further evidence of geopolitical shifts

The BRICS summit in August led to announcement of the largest expansion of the political and economic bloc since its formation, including Argentina, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iran, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. Divisions among members are likely to moderate or slow some stated goals as the group pursues enhanced autonomy from perceived Western geopolitical dominance. Still, consideration of expanded use of local currencies for trade and lending, rather than the US dollar, will now carry greater consequence for global trade.

**Business impact:** Companies operating in or trading with BRICS markets need to be more attuned to strategic and supply chain impacts as geopolitical relations shift toward a multipolar world. Businesses should consider how to manage potential foreign exchange risk if trade in local currencies expands. In addition, executives should include geopolitical risk assessments in their M&A diligence for transactions involving BRICS markets.

For more information, contact Jay Young and Ben-Ari Boukai.

Corporate taxation changes to address economic challenges facing European countries

Amidst rising living costs, the Italian government announced in August a one-off windfall profit tax – pending parliamentary approval – to redistribute banks’ extra revenues from higher interest rates. Similarly, other European countries have increased, and are planning to further expand, corporate taxation to pay for government-funded relief for households coping with high inflation and energy prices triggered by the war in Ukraine and other factors. For instance, taxes on energy companies have been extended in Spain, Slovakia, Hungary and the Czech Republic. This contrasts with attempts of countries like Germany, which are attempting to revive slowing economic growth through tax cuts.

**Business impact:** As anticipated in the EY 2023 Geostrategic Outlook, the variety of challenges faced by governments from the “energy security imperative” and “inflation-recession paradox” are requiring policy trade-offs, including more volatile corporate taxation in Europe, to support near and longer term objectives. While so far, governments have limited tax increases to the energy, finance, food, and pharmaceutical sectors with perceived excess profits, companies should assess their exposure to higher tax burdens, especially in higher-than-average profit sectors, and for the possibility of these measures for a longer duration.

For more information, contact Famke Krumbmüller.

Niger and Gabon coups reflect broader regional security and geopolitical risks

On 26 July, a military junta overthrew President Mohamed Bazoum of Niger, reflecting ongoing challenges from economic malaise, rising extremism and migration concerns. Efforts by the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) to negotiate a return to democratic rule have not yielded results thus far. Little over a month later, military officials in Gabon seized power following disputed election results to end the president’s family’s decades-long rule.

**Business impact:** The instability in Niger and Gabon has raised concerns about “coup contagion” in neighboring countries, which could impact the economic reform agendas in Nigeria and Ghana. Pronounced economic slowdowns, potential Western sanctions and reduced investor confidence will further hinder access to capital in the countries and West and Central Africa, leaving industries reliant on consumer demand and international trade and investment (e.g., agriculture, manufacturing, tourism, automotive) particularly vulnerable. Political instability could also impact exports of minerals (uranium, manganese) and oil.

For more information, contact Hulisani Muloiwa and Angelika Goliger.

---
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The indicator

Geopolitical distance is a measure of how countries' voting patterns in the UN General Assembly align, which serves as a proxy for how close countries are in terms of their foreign policies and stances on international issues. Recent geopolitical events have accelerated a shift toward a multipolar world, which narrows the geopolitical distance among countries in the same bloc or alliance while widening the distance between blocs.

Business impact

As widening geopolitical gulfs lead to more limitations on and disincentives for cross-border investment, companies are likely to have fewer merger and acquisition (M&A) or investment opportunities between geopolitically distant countries. At the same time, markets that are geopolitical close to a company’s home country may offer more opportunities. The same will likely be true for supply chains as well, with companies adjusting their trade and supply chain relationships to operate within markets that are geopolitically close to their home country.

Additional reading: The CEO Imperative: How will the shifting world order affect your global strategy?

Geopolitical considerations appear to be increasingly driving cross-border investment decisions

Foreign direct investment (FDI) between geographically and geopolitically close countries (percent)

Note: The graph shows the annual share of total FDI between country pairs that are similarly distant (that is, in the same quintile of distance distribution), geopolitically and geographically, from the US.


Note: The graph shows the annual share of total FDI between country pairs that are similarly distant (that is, in the same quintile of distance distribution), geopolitically and geographically, from the US.
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